
Barnum Access Notes 

Act One by Denise 

Good afternoon everyone and welcome to the Theatre Royal Plymouth for this audio 

described performance of the musical Barnum.    

I am Denise and I will be describing Act One which lasts for 66 minutes.  Following the 20 

minute interval my colleague Pauline will describe Act Two which lasts for 48 minutes.   

This revised version by Cameron Macintosh is a musical with a book by Mark Bramble, music 

by Cy Coleman and lyrics by Michael Stewart.   The Musical Director is Ian Townsend.   

It is based on the life of showman Phineas Taylor Barnum, born in Connecticut in 1810.   He 

spent a lifetime dedicated to exaggeration, distortion and making a fast buck.  He called 

himself the Prince of humbug – or what we would call ‘hype’.   

Here is a show that traces the career of America’s greatest showman from 1835 to 1880 

when he joined James A Bailey to form The Greatest Show on Earth.  The action takes place 

all over America and the major capitals of the world.   

The Set 

Entering the Theatre you are met with a gauze curtain which has a central tent pole on it 

with 5 ribbons streaming out onto the word Barnum in big colourful letters.   

The sides and top of the arena is framed throughout by various photos of P. T, Barnum, with 

circus characters, animals and scenes of the circus ring in the mid eighteen hundreds, plus 

headlines from his advertisements and posters. 

The sound of the circus resonates throughout the theatre with jugglers, clowns and acrobats 

appearing in the aisles of the stalls and circle to interact with the audience.  I will describe 

this to you as it happens.   

As the orchestra strikes up and a whistle sounds, the curtain rises to reveal a tent-like 

structure soaring high above a single circus ring extending out over the orchestra pit.  The 

inside of the tent is lined in shimmering blue.  The orchestra is on a mezzanine level at the 

rear of the stage, fronted by a balcony with a gold rail.  Flanked on both sides are two more 

gold railed balconies each with a spiral staircase leading down to the arena.    Below the 

orchestra is the entrance to the circus ring framed by bright lights and a red curtain.  On 

either side are open circus boxes where some of the acts often sit.   Above this is a row of 

bright lights. 

Various acts come into the arena.  A trapeze artist is twisting around on a rope hanging 

down on one side, whilst two jugglers appear, juggling balls or clubs.  A girl does tricks with 

a hula hoop, together with a strong man and a couple of performing acrobats.   At the end 

of the overture P. T. Barnum appears in the centre of the arena and turns to the audience.     

He tells us he’s here to defend the ‘noble art of humbug’ and delights in running through 

what we can expect to see in the show.   

We then find ourselves in front of Niblo’s Gardens, New York.  It is 1835.  As the spotlight 

falls on the Ringmaster in the balcony he sets the scene as Barnum signs up his first 

attraction, Joice Heth – the oldest lady alive – she appears from the back of a brightly 

coloured Circus trailer in a wheelchair.  Joice is a dark haired black woman with a cheeky 

disposition, and an engaging laugh.  She wears a frilly edged check cap and a long green 

skirt, claret coloured floral blouse edged with a small lace frill, over this is a white apron 

with a pocket in the front.  She also wears white gloves.   



Then we have P.T Barnum versus The Female of the Species, an age-old contest that pits 

Barnum against his good wife Chairy.  As they have lunch in the Women’s Emporium, she 

wants him to settle down and run a respectable business, but Phineas has other ideas.   

A cornucopia of Clowns come tumbling into the main ring, as with Chairy to guide them, 

they build Barnum’s American Museum to the song “One brick at a time” and Phineas tells us 

about all the wonders you are going to see in there.    

The years have now gone by, the Barnums are a bit older and a bit more successful, but 

their conflict is the same, as is their affection for one another.   

Another signing opportunity comes about in the form of Tom Thumb.   He appears sitting 

on a giant red buttoned leather chair and we are introduced to his world through the song 

‘Bigger isn’t Better’.   

Then at last a respectable attraction – one that brings rewards and yet poses great problems 

ahead for Barnum – in the form of the Swedish soprano Jenny Lind, whom Barnum presents 

in her first American concert at Castle Garden.  Jenny first sings in Swedish and then in 

English.   

The Characters  

…are many, including tumblers, jugglers, clowns, aerialists, acrobats, gymnasts and 

strongmen, as well as real-life personalities as Jenny Lind and Tom Thumb.    The central 

characters are: 

Phineas T. Barnum – Renowned as the world’s greatest showman, he is a tall dark haired 

man in his forties, who knows how to get publicity.  He loves spectacle and excitement, 

using hype and humbug to promote his exhibits. We first see him dressed in grey and 

brown check trousers with a matching waistcoat over a crisp white shirt with rolled up 

sleeves and a brown silk cravat and pin.   

Chairy Barnum - Phineas married Charity Hallett in 1829.  Known affectionately as Chairy, 

she is a slim woman, always smartly dressed in the period of the mid eighteen hundreds.  

First she appears in a long pale light green skirt and matching fitted jacket over a pretty 

white blouse.  She wears a small same coloured hat on her auburn hair which is drawn up 

with curls falling onto her forehead.  Her world is always a slightly different colour from 

Phineas - as expressed in the song The Colours of My Life.  She disagrees with his use of 

‘humbug’, but loves him and aims to keep him grounded.   

Joice Heth – is the oldest woman alive.  The supposedly 161 year old Kentucky woman, who 

had been George Washington’s nurse – or so the story goes.   

Tom Thumb – billed as the smallest man in the world and a child of less than two feet, 

became one of his most popular draws.  Tom goes to Europe with Barnum and is introduced 

to us dressed as a General in Royal blue short military jacket with long tailcoat and red sash 

tied around his waist, grey trousers with a red stripe down the side and black calf length 

boots.  He has dark hair and wears a dashing wide brimmed blue hat with a long feather on 

one side.    

Jenny Lind – Is a famous Swedish soprano whose entrance is out to impress and with whom 

Barnum becomes enamoured. A tall blonde very slim young woman, she appears on the 

stairs glamourous in a long light grey swansdown floor length cloak, which as she walks 

towards Barnum (turning as she goes) is slowly unravelled, to reveal a stunning blue 

sequined long dress, off one shoulder with frills falling from the other down to the hem.    

She wears long elbow length white sequined gloves with glittering bracelets and long 

diamond earrings.   

 



Ringmaster – is also a circus performer who introduces the various changes in the story.  He 

is dressed in typical Ringmaster style with bright red long tailcoat jacket, black or check 

trousers and boots, with black top hat and white gloves.   

The Cast 

Phineas T Barnum is played by the numerous awards winner Brian Conley.  

His wife Chairy Barnum is played by Linzi Hateley.  

Kimberley Blake plays the Swedish Nightingale Jenny Lind.  

Landi Oshinowo plays both Joice Heth and the Blues Singer.   

Tom Thumb – is played by Mikey Jay-Heath. 

John Stacey plays the roles of the Ringmaster and James A Bailey.   

This revised production combines elements of traditional musical theatre with the exciting 

spectacle of the circus. 

  



Act Two by Pauline 

Welcome back to Act 2 of Barnum which will run for approximately 48 minutes. My name is 

Pauline. 

We left Barnum and Jenny Lind embracing on the balcony of the gantry, after his tightrope 

walk across the arena, and they had been oblivious to Chairy (aka Charity) watching them 

and turning away in despair.   He has elected to travel to Washington   with Jenny Lind, now 

his lover. 

 Six months has elapsed and  a lone tuba player appears before the curtain goes up  and we  

join two trumpeters and a trombonist  on the open tread staircases which have been swung 

in  nearer  to the centre of the arena;  the stairs are then  pushed apart to clear the space  

and the ensemble   and Barnum dressed in a blue frock coat with white button tabs and  a 

red waistcoat and  carrying  a  short gold cane decorated with  red, white and blue,  

welcome Jenny Lind to the Nation's Capital, Washington ,  with a rendition of 'Come follow 

the band.' The mass of girls and boys are dressed in   short striped and checked double 

breasted jackets atop of brightly coloured tights for the girls and striped trousers for the 

boys.  The boys wear peaked caps and the girls a perky smaller version perched on the side 

of their heads.   The ensemble twist, turn and tumble.  This is against a backdrop of the 

Opera House’s gold proscenium arch festooned with swags of grey material. 

 Everything quietens down and the arena is cleared and it  darkens to  Jenny's dressing room  

with a gold folding screen on the left and   a  white dressing table   and stool  on the right, 

where Barnum  is  writing to Charity  and she is seen  spotlighted  on the left  balcony, 

composing a letter in return.    Barnum reaches a decision, no matter how alluring Jenny 

looks with her neat blonde hairdo and her pale mauve negligee over a   tight pale blue 

corset and tights. 

Although Jenny  did  momentarily love Barnum, she knows her  singing future lies with a 

man  who can  concentrate  solely on her  and she sings ' Love makes such fools of us all' as 

she mounts    a trapeze with Goldschmidt to be slowly hauled upwards and out of Barnum's 

life. 

Chairy, a trim figure in her green fitted suit and prim crisp white blouse is determined to 

fight for Barnum, and she comes to New York to find him and tell him that she still loves 

him despite his brief dalliance with Jenny Lind. 

A newspaper headline for Vanity Fair appears in the back space proclaiming 'Barnum 

Surrenders ' and his retirement from show business. 

We are in The Hawse’s Opera House Bridgeport and the ensemble and Blues singer belt out a 

lively number called 'Black and White'  dressed in the same  and the girls and boys have 

painted faces in the style of pierrots with  striped corsets  and checked   or striped tights 

and the boys  are in similar jackets with striped trousers. The buxom Blues singer is dressed 

in a fitted off the shoulder brocade black and white corset top trimmed with black and a 

black   bustled ruched skirt. Barnum, now in a grey frock coat with dark grey lapels and a 

grey waistcoat and black tie   and grey suited Chairy join in   and there are flags being 

twirled and unfurled as Barnum is finally draped in a red, white and blue sash and, 

eventually adorned with a mayoral chain, his first step on the political ladder. Patriotic 

bunting is strung across the arena and ticker tape falls into the auditorium. 

Alone, he and Chairy sit on the City Hall steps and sing 'I like your style/the colours of my 

life' and life is good   but she becomes ill and he has to go on alone and sings 'Barnum's 

lament.' Morrissey and Templeton, dark suited  political advisers inform him that the 

election has changed and  the fight  goes out of him until Bailey appears   and  makes  him a  

business proposal and   and sings 'Join the Circus.' The ghost of Chairy appears and 



encourages him to accept the offer and  the  arena and surrounding auditorium are  lit by 

powerful spot lights,   and it erupts with jugglers,  ribbon twirlers, fan dancers, mono-

cyclist, high  wire acts, trapeze artists and acrobats  with  fire eating Barnum dressed as the 

ultimate ring master in a rich  red   and blue frock coat, matching waistcoat  and  top hat 

and a whistle taking centre arena. 

 

Cast as before with the addition of     

John Stacey Bailey (also plays the ringmaster) 

Nick Butcher Humbert Morrisey - political adviser (also plays Sherwood Stratton) 

Edward Wade Edgar Templeton - political adviser (also plays Goldschmit and Scudder) 


